About Bwillett
Bwillett or Barbara Willett is a Colorado-based
artist working just outside of Denver. Having
grown up in the golden age of 90s era cartoons,
Bwillett got a taste of the best of both worlds of
American superheroes and Japanese anime.
Originally wanting to be a Marine Biologist,
Bwillett changed gears in high school after realizing she just didn’t have the stomach or heart
for dissection. At the time she was obsessed
with the dubbed anime Cardcaptors and ran a
Cardcaptor fan site in the hey-day of Geocities.
To attract people to her site, in 2003 she started
the fan series, Cardcaptor Torika, a 70+ chapter
comic that took four years to complete. With the
biologist thing out of the picture, Bwillett decided to pursue her other love in life and took her
hobby of comic art and turn it into a career.
Originally, Bwillett went to the Metropolitan
State University of Denver (then, the Metropolitan State College of Denver) as a Fine Arts
major, but frustration with the department’s
focus on philosophy versus technique led her
to switch to Industrial Design in 2007. 2007 is also the year she started her first original series, The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice, an all-ages Magical Girl story set in America, inspired by her childhood love of
the genre. While completing her Bachelors of Science of Industrial Design Bwillett continued to work
outside of her regular classes by studying anatomy and proportion, and teaching herself how to create professional level manga and comics. She graduated spring of 2010 and in 2011 was offered a
publishing contract for Sorcerer’s Apprentice by P2 Manga.
In 2013 problems led to the parting of ways between Bwillett and P2 Manga and now Bwillett selfpublishes all her work. Currently she is doing three regularly updated web comics: The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice, Midnight Menagerie, a full-color horror series started in 2012, and The Queen of Games,
a Yugi-Oh fan comic that she continues as a hobby. Additionally she is also the character designer for
the upcoming indie Strategy RPG, Science and Sorcery.
Bwillett’s work is highly inspired by the desire to reinvent genres and character tropes as well as a
continued interest in history, science, fashion and technology. Each series is heavily researched from
the rules behind magic, to the cars characters drive, to the furniture a character may sit on.

Frequently Asked Questions:
Do you do all your work yourself?
Yes, all my ongoing comics are done by me from the ground up. I do all my own writing, art and postproduction work. I even have done some of my own printing before. It’s a lot of work!
What inspired you to become a comic artist?
Originally I was going to be a marine biologist. It was something I wanted to do since I was a little kid,
but in high school I reached a breaking point when I realized I was unable to do dissection. So with
my lifelong dream out of the picture I came to realize my second true love in life: comics. I’d always
loved comics but after becoming an anime fan it became an obsession. That’s when I realized what
I’m really supposed to do in life.
How do you create your work?
Different comics are done differently. Sorcerer’s Apprentice is done with a dip pen on comic paper,
and then later screentoned in Manga Studio. With Midnight Menagerie it’s almost entirely digital
except the initial pencils, which I do on 11” x 17” paper. My art prints are done with everything from
Illustrator to watercolor paints. I think it’s important to be versatile and I like challenging myself with
each new series.
What’s up with the fish?
Icthyus Ignatius Bonaparte Fisherton III, or ‘Fishy’ to his friends was a little squirty toy I found on
clearance in Branson, Missouri. During a vacation to England I took him along to make my vacation
photos more interesting, and ended up taking him to my first con, the MCM Expo in London. After that
it has become a tradition for me to make cosplayers pose with him whenever I go to a convention
What was the inspiration behind The Sorcerer’s Apprentice?
Growing up in the ‘90s I was lucky and had access to all these great animes on network TV including Sailor Moon and Cardcaptors. And they were these amazing stories with girls just like me who
were heroes, instead of the spandex wearing heroines I admired, but couldn’t relate to, in American
comic books. Between network television demands about content and anime fans wanting their series
uncensored, you really don’t have that anymore. The Sorcerer’s Apprentice is about the kind of girl I
grew up with and emulated, but won’t have to be censored and changed because it’s already set in
America. No ‘donut’ rice balls needed!

Current Projects:
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice: an all-ages Magical Girl series about Victoria Evans, a seventeen yearold high school student from Connecticut who must learn magic from the ghost of a French sorcerer
after accidentally releasing a horde of monsters from a cursed ring. Updates on Bwillett Comics every
Tuesday and Thursday. Volumes 1 and 2 available in print and digitally from PoD site Indy Planet.
Midnight Menagerie: a PG-13 full-color adventure/horror/harem comedy. It’s the summer before college and horror fan Shawn Wilcocks has no idea what to do with his life. While looking for a purpose
he stumbles into the world of Romero Pinzachotti, the owner of the horror shop Midnight Collectables,
where he soon discovers the monsters from his favorite movies are all too real. Updates every Tuesday with issues available digitally on Comixology.
Science and Sorcerery: The Winnowing: An ancient danger has come back and is threatening to destroy the multiple worlds of the Infinity Bridge, and it’s up to ancient races of the Z’aargt, their tenuous
allies the Voidwalkers and a ragtag group of determined survivors to fight back. But this is a difficult
battle against a seemingly unstoppable force of nature. Lycanthropes don’t get tired, don’t understand
mercy and not everyone can survive. Release date TBA.

Contact
Website: www.bwillettcomics.com
Email: webmaster@bwillettcomics.com
Facebook: /BwillettComics
Twitter: /BwillettComics

